THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

Membership of the Senate for session 2019-2020

(a) Executive Deans of Faculty
Professor Frank Finlay (to 31/12/19)  Arts, Humanities and Cultures
Professor Jeremy Higham  Social Sciences
Professor Peter Moizer (to 31/12/19)  Business (LUBS)
Professor Andrew Dougill  Environment
Professor John Ladbury (to 30/11/19)  Biological Sciences
Professor Steve Scott (Acting to 31/12/19)  Engineering & Physical Sciences
Professor Paul Stewart  Medicine & Health

(b) Heads of Schools
Professor Muhammed Basheer  Civil Engineering
Professor Richard Batley  Transport Studies
Professor Richard Bayliss  Molecular & Cellular Biology
Professor Richard Beardsworth  Politics & International Studies
Professor Fiona Becket  English
Professor Karen Birch  Biomedical Sciences
Professor Simon Bottrell  Earth & Environment
Dr Andrew Bulpitt  Computing
Professor Karen Burland  Music
Professor Christopher Carr  Design
Professor Emma Cayley  Languages, Cultures & Societies
Professor Lisa Collins  Biology
Dr Joanne Crawford  Fine Art, History of Art & Cultural Studies
Professor Alice Deignan  Education
Professor Colin Fishwick  Chemistry
Dr Peter Gardner  Psychology
Professor Helen Gleeson  Physics & Astronomy
Dr Janet Hirst  Healthcare
Professor Mark Kearney  Medicine
Professor Robert Kelsall  Electronic & Electrical Engineering
Professor Alan Mackie  Food Science & Nutrition
Professor Dugald MacPherson  Mathematics
Professor Andrea Major  History
Professor Elaine Martin  Chemical & Process Engineering
Dr Alan Mighell  Dentistry
Professor Alastair Mullis  Law
Dr Kate Nash  Media & Communication
Professor Alice O’Grady  Performance & Cultural Industries
Professor Salman Sayyid  Sociology & Social Policy
Dr James Stark  Philosophy, Religion & History of Science
Professor Harvey Thompson  Mechanical Engineering
Professor Robert Vanderbeck  Geography
(c) **Elected Members of the Senate (84)**

(i) **Elected by all Members of Faculties (18)**

| For sessions 2017-2020 | Dr Jim Baxter  
| | Professor Jeremy Clegg  
| | Professor Mark Kelmanson  
| | Dr Anwesha Sarkar  
| For sessions 2019-2020 | 2 vacancies  
| For sessions 2018-2021 | Mr Tim Goodall  
| | Dr Jelena Havelka  
| | Dr Maria Horne  
| | Dr Paul Steenson  
| For sessions 2019-2021 | Mr Michael Fake  
| | Dr Matthew Campbell  
| For sessions 2019-2022 | Dr Alan Gadian  
| | Dr Sarah Hudspith  
| | Professor Pam Jones  
| | Professor Megan Povey  
| | Mr Dan Pullinger  
| | Mr Peter Storey  

(ii) **Elected by Faculties or Faculty Groups (66)**

**Arts, Humanities and Cultures (10)**

| For sessions 2019-2020 | 3 vacancies  
| For sessions 2019-2021 | 3 vacancies  
| For sessions 2019-2022 | Dr Alaric Hall  
| | Professor Simon Hall  
| | Professor Ingrid Sharp  
| | 1 vacancy  

**Social Sciences (6)**

| For sessions 2017-2020 | Professor Peter Whelan  
| For sessions 2018-2021 | Professor Ruth Swanwick  
| For sessions 2019-2020 | 1 vacancy  
| For sessions 2019-2021 | 1 vacancy  
| For sessions 2019-2022 | Dr Lata Narayanaswamy  
| | Dr Chloe Wallace  

**Leeds University Business School (3)**

| For sessions 2017-2020 | Dr Gary Slater  
| For sessions 2019-2021 | Dr Alan Roe  
| For sessions 2019-2022 | Dr Stefan Kesting  

**Environment (5)**

| For sessions 2017-2020 | Professor Paul Glover  
| For sessions 2019-2021 | Dr Mark Hildyard  
| | 1 vacancy  
| For sessions 2019-2022 | Dr Joanna Bowen  
| | Dr Jim McQuaid  

Biological Sciences (8)
For sessions 2017-2020 Dr Emanuele Paci
For sessions 2019-2020 2 vacancies
For sessions 2019-2021 2 vacancies
For sessions 2019-2022 Dr Elizabeth Duncan
2 vacancies

Engineering and Physical Sciences (16)
For sessions 2017-2020 Professor Kevin Roberts
For sessions 2019-2020 5 vacancies
For sessions 2019-2021 5 vacancies
For sessions 2019-2022 Dr Stuart Barber
Professor Peter Jimack
Dr Caroline Orfila
Ms Ben Plumpton
Dr Mark Walkley

Medicine and Health (18)
For sessions 2017-2020 Dr Nigel Bubb
Dr Angela Hewett
Dr Xuebin Yang
For sessions 2019-2020 3 vacancies
For sessions 2019-2021 6 vacancies
For sessions 2019-2022 Dr Gurdeep Sagoo
Dr Jinous Tahmassebi
4 vacancies

(d) Other ex-officio membership
The Vice-Chancellor (Sir Alan Langlands)
The Deputy Vice-Chancellors (Professors Lisa Roberts, Tom Ward and Hai-Sui Yu)
The Pro-Deans:

Student Education Research & Innovation International
Arts, Humanities & Cultures Professor Philip Mellor Professor Manuel Barcia Paz
Dr Simon Baines
Dr Mel Prideaux (Deputy)
Social Sciences Professor Simon Lightfoot Professor Anthea Hucklesby Professor Norma Martin Clement
Leeds University Business School Mrs Cathy Myles Professor Mark Stuart Dr Iain Clacher
Environment Dr Anne Tallontire Professor Joe Holden Dr Bill Murphy
Biological Sciences Professor Kenny McDowall Professor Brendan Davies Professor Jim Deuchars
Engineering & Physical Sciences Professor Martin Levesley Professor Giles Davies Professor Raul Fuentes
Professor Paul Taylor Dr Oliver Harlen Dr Rob Sturman
Medicine & Health Dr Laura Treadgold Professor Rory O’Connor Professor Linda McGowan
The Librarian (Dr Stella Butler)
The Director of Information Technology (Mr Jim Slack)
The Director of Student Opportunity (Dr Christina Edgar)
The Director of the Lifelong Learning Centre (Professor Jacqueline Stevenson)
The Executive Director of the Language Centre (Ms Yolanda Cerdá)
The Director of the International Foundation Year (Mrs Anne Lawrence)
The Director of Commercial and Campus Support (tbc)
The Director of the Institute for Teaching Excellence and Innovation (Professor Tina Overton)

The head of each institution which has been affiliated to the University under the terms of Ordinance XIX and which has been termed an institution accredited by the University in accordance with that Ordinance (Professor Margaret House (Leeds Trinity University))

(e) **Co-opted members**
Dean: Postgraduate Research Studies (Professor Claire Honess)
Dean: Strategic Research Initiatives (Professor Tim Benton)
Dean: Research Quality and Impact (Professor Nick Plant)
Dean: Interdisciplinary Research (Professor Stuart Taberner)
The Deputy Dean of Arts, Humanities and Cultures (Professor Luke Windsor)
The Deputy Dean of Leeds University Business School (Professor Julia Bennell)
The Director of the I-DEA Centre (Professor Christopher Megone)
The Director of Digital Learning (Professor Neil Morris)
The Director of Research and Innovation Development (Dr Ceri Williams)
The Head of Educational Engagement (Ms Louise Banahene)

(f) **Student members**
6 LUU executive officers
   Chloe Elliott
   Lydia Evans
   Cat Fairbairn
   Lauren Huxley
   Abiha Khan
   Amy Wells

9 Faculty representatives
to be confirmed

2 research postgraduate representatives
to be confirmed

2 elected students (one each from a science and an arts faculty)
to be confirmed
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